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Abstract
Purpose – The aims of this study is to numerically investigate the thermal phenomena during
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) free convection in an oblique enclosure filled with porous media saturated
with Cu–Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid and heated at the left wavy wall. The thermophysical phenomena are
explored thoroughly by varying the amplitude (l ) and undulation (n) of the wavy wall and the inclination of
the enclosure (g ) along with other pertinent physical parameters. Darcy–Rayleigh number (Ram), Darcy
number (Da), Hartmann number (Ha) and nanoparticle volumetric fraction (f ). The effect of all parameters
has been analyzed and represented by using heatlines, isotherms, streamlines, average Nusselt number and
local Nusselt number.
Design/methodology/approach – The finite volume method is used to work out the transport
equations coupled with velocity, pressure and temperature subjected to non-uniform staggered grid structure
after grid-sensitivity analysis by an indigenous computing code and the semi-implicit method for pressure
linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. The solution process is initiated following an iterative approach
through the alternate direction implicit sweep technique and the tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA)
algorithm. The iterative process is continued until successive minimization of the residuals (<1e-8) for the
governing equations.
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Findings – This study reveals that the increase in the heating surface area does not always favor heat
transfer. An increase in the undulation amplitude enhances the heat transfer; however, there is an optimum
value of undulation of the wavy wall for this. The heat transfer enhancement because of the wall curvature is
revealed at higher Ram, lower Da and Ha and lower volume fraction of nanoparticles. In general, this
augmentation is optimum for four undulations of the wavy wall with an amplitude of l = 0.3. The heat
transfer enhancement can bemore at the cavity inclination g = 45°.
Research limitations/implications – The technique of this investigation could be used in other
multiphysical areas involving partial porous layers, conducting objects, different heating conditions, wall
motion, etc.
Practical implications – This study is to address MHD thermo-fluid phenomena of Cu–Al2O3/water-
based hybrid nanofluid flow through a non-Darcian porous wavy cavity at different inclinations. The
amplitude and number of undulations of the wavy wall, permeability of the porous medium, magnetic field
intensity, nanoparticle volumetric fraction and inclinations of the enclosure play a significant role in the heat
transfer process. This analysis and the findings of this work can be useful for the design and control of similar
thermal systems/devices.
Originality/value –Many researchers have examined the problem of buoyancy-induced free convection in
a wavy-porous cavity packed with regular fluids or nanofluids. However, the effect of magnetic fields along
with the amplitude (l ) at different undulations (n) of the heated wavy wall of an inclined enclosure is not
attended so far to understand the transport mechanisms. Most often, the evolutions of the thermo-fluid
phenomena in such complex geometries invoking different multiphysics are very intricate. Numerical
implementations for simulations and subsequent post-processing of the results are also challenging.

Keywords Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow, Hybrid nanoparticles, Heat transfer,
Inclined cavity, Porous medium, Wavy surface

Paper type Research paper

Nomenclature
B = magnetic fields (N A�1 m�2);
Da = Darcy number;
Fc = Forchheimer coefficient;
G = gravitational acceleration (m s�2);
H = cavity height/length scale (m);
Ha = Hartmann number;
K = porous medium permeability (m2);
Lw = actual lengths of the curved wall (dimensionless);
n = number of wall oscillations (undulation parameter);
Nu = average Nusselt number;
P = dimensionless pressure;
Pr = Prandtl number;
Ra = fluid Rayleigh number;
Ram = Darcy–Rayleigh number;
t = time (s);
T = temperature (K);
u, v = velocity components (m s�1);
U, V = dimensionless velocity components;
x, y = Cartesian coordinates (m); and
X, Y = dimensionless coordinates.

Greek symbols
a = thermal diffusivity (m2 s�1);
b = thermal expansion coefficient (K�1);
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g = cavity inclination angle (degree);
« = porosity;
u = dimensionless temperature;
l = amplitude of the surface waviness (dimensionless);
m = dynamic viscosity (Nm s�2);
� = kinematic viscosity (m2 s�1);
r = density (kg m�3);
t = dimensionless time;
f = volume fraction of hybrid nanoparticles; and
c = dimensionless stream function.

Subscripts

a = ambient;
c = cold;
f = base fluid;
h = hot;
max = maximum; and
s = solid.

1. Introduction
In the past several years, thermal gradient inducing transport phenomena of thermo-fluid
flow through the pores of solid/fibrous material has received considerable attention because
of its relevance in various engineering, technological and biomedical applications. The
cooling of energy storage and conservation systems, electronic equipment, food grain
processing units, drying processes, solar collectors, oil and gas processing units, nuclear
reactors, fibrous insulations, bio-medical systems, etc., are the name of few specific
applications. In the presence of a porous substance and depending on the thermal boundary
conditions, the transport processes in the above applications become more complex. Under
such a situation, an in-depth understanding of flow physics within the thermal systems is
very important for their proper designs and operations. Earlier literature (Ingham and Pop,
1998; Vafai, 2010; Bejan et al., 2004; Nield and Bejan, 2013; Lewis and Schrefler, 1998) has
reported many research works on thermal convection considering different flow
configurations involving porous substances.

To attain remarkable technological developments, the components and devices of
various thermal systems face serious issues concerning the efficient removal of heat
generated as a by-product during the operation. This leads to a risk of failure because of
exceeding the allowable design temperature limit of the components. In search of techniques
for efficient heat removal ensuring safe operating temperature limits for the devices, several
passive techniques have been explored by many researchers. It was found that instead of
conventional pure working fluids, the suspension of nano-scaled (less than 100 nm) non-
metallic or metallic powdered materials (such as Cu, Ag, CuO, ZnO, Al2O3, SiO2 and TiO2) in
common fluids (resulting in as nanofluids) can cause a substantial improvement in the heat
transfer because of the modified higher thermal conductivity (Choi and Eastman, 1995).
Very recently, from more technological advancement, it is found that the thermal
conductivity of the working fluid can be further upgraded by dispersing two different types
of nanoparticles, which is known as a hybrid nanofluid (Sarkar et al., 2015). Using mono/
hybrid nanofluids as working fluids, several researchers have investigated different types of
problems involving porous substances (Kasaeian et al., 2017; Biswas et al., 2018a, 2018;
Mahdi et al., 2015).
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In past years, the application of magnetic fields in the porous thermal systems draws
considerable attention to achieve proper control of thermo-fluid flow in many applications
such as medical sciences, microfluidic devices, treatment of tumors and cancers, separation
of cells, targeted drug delivery, material processing industries and various modern
applications (Barnothy, 1964; Davidson, 2001; Ozoe, 2005; Kabeel et al., 2015). A substantial
volume of research works on the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) thermal convection can be
found in Biswas and Manna (2018) and Mondal et al. (2019). In a recent work, Ghalambaz
et al. (2020) have investigated a thermo-fluid flow of nanofluids in a hexagonal enclosure
under the influence of a non-uniform magnetic field. Based on their and other earlier
analyses, it is revealed that any rise in the magnetic field strength leads to a drop in the heat
transfer rate. MHD natural convective heat transfer of Cu-water nanofluid in a rhombic
enclosure has been investigated by Dutta et al. (2019). They found that the impact of a
magnetic field is more noticeable on the heat transfer rate reduction at a higher Rayleigh
number (Ra). Biswas et al. (2021a) have attempted to develop a basic understanding of
buoyancy-induced MHD convective phenomena of hybrid nanofluid flow through porous
media involving different thermal boundary conditions. These studies indicate an enhanced
heat transfer following a passive technique by altering the thermal boundary conditions.
Several researchers have attempted to study the natural convective heat transfer of
nanofluid/hybrid nanofluid flow pertaining to the effect of multiphysical scenarios such as
porous media, magnetic field, etc. (Biswas et al., 2021b; Izadi et al., 2018; Giwa et al., 2021).

Furthermore, it is pertinent to mention that the buoyancy-induced convection process
has been explored intensively by several researchers considering different flow geometry,
boundary conditions, etc., because of its ubiquitous occurrence in nature, engineering, bio-
medical devices, etc. (Sarkar et al., 2021). Because of intricate coupling between flow and
associated transport processes, a rich variety of flow patterns evolves depending upon the
flow geometry, wall curvature, etc. The variations in prototype geometries and their
boundary conditions, technologically important factors such as porous media, electro-
magnetic field, nanofluids/hybrid nanofluids, etc., drive recent research on the convective
flow. Because of the strong coupling between the wall curvature and near-wall transport
phenomena, the convection mechanism alters significantly. Any curved, wavy or undulated
surface has a significant role in altering the transport phenomena in a flow domain. Most
often, the theoretical modeling of transport phenomena in such complex wavy geometries is
quite complex in the presence of multiphysical scenarios (such as nano-powders, porous
substances and magnetic fields). A comprehensive review of the fundamental aspects of
thermal convection in curved geometries and surfaces in the presence of porous media and
nanofluids has been reported by Shenoy et al. (2016). To understand the thermo-fluid
phenomena, many researchers have studied the thermal convective phenomena in different
geometries adopting curved, corrugated, sinusoidal, irregular or other wavy surfaces
considering coupled multiphysical situations (Dalal, and Das, 2006; Abu-Nada and Oztop,
2011; Rahimi et al., 2018; Manna et al., 2019; Lukose and Basak, 2021).

The amplitude (height) and frequency (or number) of the undulation of the wavy wall
have a significant role in the heat transporting mechanism and associated coupled flow
physics. The reason behind such influence is as the surface undulation increases, the
enlargement of interfacial contact surface area between the bounding surface and adjoining
fluid layer. As a result, convective heat transfer improves. Khanafer et al. (2009) studied free
convection in a porous enclosure having the wavy heated left wall (with three peaks of
varying amplitudes) and flat cold right wall. Cheong et al. (2017) investigated the effect of an
undulated cold wall and a sinusoidally heated vertical wall on the thermal convection in a
porous cavity. Very recently, Alsabery et al. (2020a) examined numerically the effect of wall
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curvature on free convection of Al2O3-water filled in a wavy porous cavity partially heated
at the bottom. Their result reveals that with the increase in the wall waviness from 0 to 4, the
heat transfer increases up to�43.8%. In another study, Alsabery et al. (2020b) analyzed the
effect of wall corrugation on buoyancy-induced convective phenomena of Alumina–water
nanoliquid flow through partially porous-layered cavity heated isothermally from the
bottom. It has been shown that the heat transfer characteristics can effectively be controlled
by the number of undulations. The effect of the wall curvature on the thermal convection of
porous nanofluid layers has also been examined adopting a corrugated cylinder inside a
wavy side walled enclosure (Aly and Raizah, 2020), and a complex wavy walled cavity
(Abdulkadhim et al., 2019). In recent years, the effect of magnetic field on free thermal
convection of nanofluid/hybrid nanofluid in different flow geometries without/with wall
waviness has been reported by several researchers (Revnic et al., 2020). All these studies
have revealed that the process of convective heat transfer is significantly influenced by the
wall waviness, nanoparticle volume concentrations, magnetic field intensity, etc. MHD free
convective heat transfer of nanoliquid-filled porous wavy cavities has also been studied by
some of the researchers (Rashed et al., 2020; Hamzah et al., 2020). This study revealed that
convective heat transfer is a rising function of the number and height of the undulation. In
other classes of works, thermal convective heat transfer during nanofluid flow in wavy-
walled cavities has been examined. Such studies address the absence of magnetic fields
considering inner rotating cylinder (Selimefendigil and Chamkha, 2018; Alsabery et al.,
2020c) and moving wall (Nasrin et al., 2021; Abu-Nada and Chamkha, 2014; Bhattacharyya
et al., 2019), and the presence of external magnetic fields (Öztop et al., 2017; Dogonchi et al.,
2018a, 2018b, 2019, 2020; Waqas et al., 2019; Seyyedi et al., 2020; Tayebi and Chamkha, 2019;
Biswas et al., 2021c, 2021d; Nishad et al., 2021).

The brief literature survey mentioned above shows that many researchers have
examined the problem of buoyancy-induced free convection in a wavy-porous cavity packed
with regular fluids or nanofluids. However, the effect of magnetic fields along with the
amplitude (l ) at different undulations (n) of the heated wavy wall of an inclined enclosure is
not attended so far to understand the transport mechanisms and phenomena from the
fundamental point of view. Most often, the evolutions of the thermo-fluid phenomena in such
complex geometries invoking different multiphysics are very intricate. Numerical
implementations for simulations and subsequent post-processing of the results are also
challenging. Thus, the principal aim of this study is to address all of the above complexity
and to evaluate MHD thermo-fluid phenomena of Cu–Al2O3/water-based hybrid nanofluid
flow through a non-Darcian porous wavy cavity at different inclinations. The amplitude and
number of undulations of the wavy wall, permeability of the porous medium, magnetic field
intensity, nanoparticle volumetric fraction and inclinations of the enclosure play a
significant role in the heat transfer process. Thus, the findings of this work can be useful for
the design and control of similar thermal systems/devices such as heat exchanging devices,
materials processing, solar thermal systems, chemical reactors, biomedical applications, etc.
It will be worth mentioning here that hybrid nanofluid flow in porous media is a relatively
newer area of study (Ali, 2020), therefore more research works are needed for a better
understanding of it.

2. Physical description and mathematical formulation
The geometry of a two-dimensional square-inclined enclosure having length L and heightH
is illustrated in Figure 1. The enclosure is inclined at an angle of g (in an anticlockwise
direction) with the horizontal axis. The left vertical wall of the enclosure is wavy following
the expression of Y = 0.5l [1 � cos(2npX)], where l and n indicate amplitude and the
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number of waviness, respectively. The left wavy wall is heated at a temperature Th
(isothermal condition), whereas the right vertical wall is cooled at a temperature Tc (so that,
Th > Tc) and the horizontal walls are insulated. The wavy oblique enclosure is filled with
Cu–Al2O3 water-based hybrid nanoliquid-saturated porous substance. A constant magnetic
field (of strength B) is applied over the entire flow domain and acts perpendicular to the
thermally active sidewalls irrespective of the cavity inclination. At all the boundaries of
the flow domain are impermeable and the no-slip condition is adopted. For the modeling of
the coupled transport equations involving multiphysical scenario, the hybrid nanofluid flow
through the porous layers is assumed unsteady, laminar, incompressible and Newtonian
with the validity of Boussinesq approximation. For this study, rigid, isotropic and
homogenous solid substance inside the cavity is assumed as porous media, which provides
uniform distribution of pores resulting in uniform permeability of the entire porous domain.
Furthermore, the porous material is non-magnetic, thermally conducting and electrically
non-conducting. Hence, the imposed magnetic field has no impact on porous media. The
flow simulation through this porous substance is performed by the Forchheimer–Brinkman-
extended Darcy model (Lewis and Schrefler, 1998; Nield and Bejan, 2013; Biswas and
Manna, 2018; Biswas et al., 2018) and the associated thermal analysis is executed adapting
the local thermal equilibrium (Nield and Bejan, 2013). The hybrid nanofluid flow is modeled
using a single-phase homogeneous approach. It is assumed that the concentration (less than
3%) of Al2O3 and Cu nano-sized powder (which are identical and spherical in diameter of�1
nm) is disseminated in the host fluid (water of Pr = 6.93) without agglomeration or
sedimentation (Biswas et al., 2021a, 2021b). The gravity force is acting in the downward
direction at an angle g normal to the bottom of the enclosure. For the studied range of
parameters, the induced magnetic Reynolds number is very low (for the lower values,
nanoparticles concentration and of the magnetic field intensity). Thus, displacement
currents, induced magnetic field, Joule heating and Hall effect are neglected (Maxwell, 1904).
In addition, the effects of radiation and viscous dissipation are ignored (Biswas et al., 2021b).

Based on the previously mentioned assumptions, the transport equations of continuity,
momentum and energy equations can be derived in the dimensional form as follows:

@u
@x

þ @v
@y

¼ 0 (1)
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The momentum equations (2) and (3) are based on the Forchheimer–Brinkman-
extended Darcy model. It includes the inertial friction considering the Forchheimer
coefficient, Fc ð ¼ 1:75=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
150« 3

p
Þ, and the porous medium permeability,

K ¼ « 3d2ps=150 1� «ð Þ2
� �

, which are correlated using the porosity « and average
particle size dps of the porous medium (Nield and Bejan, 2013). Equation (4) takes care of
the effects of thermal conductivities of both the fluid (k) and porous substance (kps)
(Nield and Bejan, 2013). A traditional porosity-based expression («k þ (1 � « )kps) is
adopted for the effective thermal conductivity of the hybrid nanofluid-saturated porous
system, implementing the local thermal equilibrium approach.

To the abovementioned governing equations, the following dimensionless variables and
parameters, namely, Prandtl, Darcy, Darcy–Rayleigh and Hartmann numbers (as
respectively indicated by Pr, Da, Ram and Ha) are introduced:

X;Yð Þ ¼ x; yð Þ=H ; U ;Vð Þ ¼ u; vð ÞH=af ; t ¼ taf=H2

u ¼ T � Tcð Þ= Th � Tcð Þ; P ¼ p� pað ÞH2=r fa
2
f

(5a)

Pr ¼ �f
af

; Da ¼ K
H2 ; Ram ¼ gb f ðTh � TcÞKH

�faf
; Ha ¼ BH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s f=m f

q
(5b)

The resulting transformed equations are expressed into the following dimensionless
equations (Manna et al., 2021a, 2021b) as follows:
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From equation (4), the effective thermal diffusivity a for the energy equation [equation (9)] is
indicated by a = («k þ (1 � « )kps)/(rCp) (Nield and Bejan, 2013). The boundary conditions
associated to transport equations (6)–(9) are taken as u = 1 and u = 0, respectively, at the left
and right walls of the cavity @u /@Y = 0, at the horizontal walls, and zero velocity (U = V = 0)
for all the boundary walls.

As the working medium (hybrid nanofluid) comprises host fluid (water) and a
combination of Al2O3 and Cu nanoparticles, the concentrations f designate the individual
contributions of the two different nanoparticles as follows:

f ¼ f Al2O3
þ f Cu (10)

The thermophysical properties of the fluid phase and two types of nanoparticles (Cu and
Al2O3) are shown in Table 1 (Biswas et al., 2021a, 2021b). The thermophysical properties
of the hybrid nanofluid including heat capacity, effective density, effective thermal
diffusivity and the thermal expansion coefficient are computed from the empirical
correlations and experimental models as given in Table 2. Here, the subscripts f and s,
respectively, designate the host fluid (water) and combination of nanoparticles (Cu and
Al2O3). Furthermore, the correlations for the thermal and electrical conductivities
(Brinkman, 1952) and dynamic viscosity (Suresh et al., 2012) are implemented following
the classical theoretical models (Brinkman, 1952; Maxwell, 1904). However, the classical
theoretical models of viscosity (Brinkman model) and thermal conductivity (Maxwell
model) fail to accurately predict these properties for the hybrid nanofluid (Biswas et al.,
2021a, 2021b). To overcome the above demerits, exact data for the thermal conductivity
and viscosity of Cu–Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid are adopted from the experiments
(Suresh et al., 2012), as presented in Table 3.

The local and the average rate of heat transfer at the heated wavy wall is evaluated in
dimensionless form using local and average Nusselt number (Nu), which are given as
follows:

Table 1.
Properties

(thermophysical) of
water and

nanoparticles (Cu,
Al2O3) (Biswas et al.,

2021a)

Physical properties Fluid phase (Water) Cu Al2O3

cp (Jkg
�1K�1) 4,179 385 765

k (Wm�1K�1) 0.613 401 40
a (kgm�3) 1.47� 10�7 1.11� 10�4 131.7� 10�7

b (K�1) 21� 10�5 1.67� 10�5 0.85� 10�5

r (kgm�3) 997.1 8,933 3,970
m (kgm�1s�1) 9.09� 10�4 – –
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�����
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@
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where “S” denotes the actual length of the wavy wall and the corresponding coordinate
position. To visualize local patterns of fluid flow inside the flow geometry, streamlines are
used and it is generated from the solved velocity field using stream function (c ). The stream
function (c ) is expressed as follows:

� @c

@X
¼ V and

@c

@Y
¼ U (12)

3. Method of solution, grid independence and code validation
For obtaining the thermo-fluid flow and associated heat transfer characteristics within the
computational domain, the coupled dimensionless governing equations (1)–(4) along with

Table 2.
Correlations for the
effective
thermodynamic
properties of Cu–
Al2O3–water hybrid
nanofluid (Biswas
et al., 2021b)

Effective thermodynamic
properties Correlations for Cu–Al2O3–water hybrid nanofluid

Density (r ) r = (1� f )r f þ f r s, where f r s ¼ f Al2O3
rAl2O3

þ f Cu rCu

Specific heat capacity (rcp) (rcp) = (1� f )(rcp)f þ f (rcp)s, where f ðrcpÞs ¼ f Al2O3
ðrcpÞAl2O3

þ f Cu ðrcpÞCu
Thermal expansion
coefficient (rb )

(rb ) = (1� f )(rb )f þ f (rb )s, where f ðrb Þs ¼ f Al2O3
ðrb ÞAl2O3

þ f Cu ðrb ÞCu

Thermal conductivity (k)
k ¼ kf

ks þ 2kfð Þ � 2f kf � ksð Þ
ks þ 2kfð Þ þ f kf � ksð Þ

� 	
, where f ks ¼ f CukCu þ f Al2O3

kAl2O3

Electrical conductivity (s )
s ¼ s f 1þ 3 s s=s f � 1


 �
f

s s=s f þ 2

 �� s s=s f � 1


 �
f

" #
where fs s ¼ f CusCu þ f Al2O3

sAl2O3

Thermal diffusivity (a) a ¼ k
rcpð Þ

Viscosity (m ) m ¼ m f

1� fð Þ2:5

Table 3.
Viscosity and
thermal conductivity
of Cu–Al2O3/water
hybrid nanofluid
based on the
experiment (Biswas
et al., 2021a)

f (%) f cu (%) wAl2O3
%ð Þ k (Wm�1K�1) m (kgm�1s�1)

0.1 0.0038 0.0962 0.619982 0.000972
0.33 0.0125 0.3175 0.630980 0.001098
0.75 0.0285 0.7215 0.649004 0.001386
1.0 0.0380 0.9620 0.657008 0.001602
2.0 0.0759 1.9241 0.684992 0.001935
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the appropriate boundary conditions are solved numerically. The simulation is conducted
using an indigenous finite volume method-based computing code. As a first step, the
dimensionless partial differential equations are transformed into a set of algebraic
equations. Then these equations are discretized adopting the second-order central
differencing scheme and a third-order upwind scheme (QUICK) for the diffusion and
advection terms, respectively. The computational domain is divided into a staggered non-
uniform grid structure, which is then used for solving the discretized equations. The
solution process is initiated following an iterative approach through the alternate direction
implicit sweep technique and the TDMA algorithm, putting forward the SIMPLE algorithm
(Lewis et al., 1996; Lewis et al., 2004; Nithiarasu et al., 2016). The iterative process is
continued until successive minimization of the residuals (<10–8) for the governing
equations. Finally, converged solutions of the computational domain are obtained and then
post-processed for generating the visualization plots and local and global quantities (Manna
and Biswas, 2021).

The developed computing code, as used for the present simulation, has been validated
extensively by simulating the different types of problems on the natural and mixed
convection involving different multiphysical conditions as available in the published
literature (Biswas et al., 2018; Biswas et al., 2021a, 2021b). In this work, the validation study
on the porous domain, magnetic field, and nanofluid has been presented extensively.
Furthermore, one new validation study on Cu–water nanofluid saturated with porous layers
packed in a differentially heated enclosure, as reported by Nguyen et al. (2015), is conducted.
The analysis is conducted at Ram = 10 and 103, Da = 10–4 and 10–2, « = 0.4 and 0.8, f = 5%.
From the results, the average Nu and strength of fluid flow (c ) are estimated, which are
shown in Table 4. From the table, it is noticed that present simulated data are closer to that
of published data (Nguyen et al., 2015). This confirms the validity and accuracy of the
developed solver for the exploration of the present problem.

Before conducting the extensive analysis, proper mesh distribution within the
computational system is tested so that complex thermo-fluid flow behavior could be
captured. Therefore, different combination of grid sizes (80 � 80, 120 � 120, 160 � 160,
200 � 200) are checked through a mesh sensitivity test for Da = 10–3, Ha = 30, g = 0°,f =
0.1%, n = 2 and Ram = 10–104. From the test, the average Nusselt number (Nu) at the heated
wall (X = 0) is estimated along with successive error (in percent) as shown in Table 5. Table
5 shows that the grid size of 160 � 160 corresponds to the error<1.1% compared to the
immediate coarse grid. Beyond this grid size, the error level in the estimation of the average
Nu value is significantly lower. Thus, 160 � 160 grid size is in the acceptable range for the
present simulation.

Table 4.
Comparison of the

average Nu (and c in
bracket) of present

result with the
published results

(Nguyen et al., 2015)
for Pr = 6.2, Ra = 103

and 105, Da = 10�2,
«= 0.6 and 0.8 and

f = 5%

Ra «
Average Nu (c )

Nguyen et al. (2015) Present code results

103 0.6 1.163 (0.302) 1.165 (0.302)
0.8 1.165 (0.341) 1.168 (0.341)

105 0.6 3.850 (8.026) 3.816 (7.878)
0.8 4.162 (8.548) 4.138 (8.434)
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4. Results and discussion
This study focuses on the thermal transport phenomena of hybrid nanofluid (Cu–Al2O3/
water) in an inclined porous cavity having a heated wavy wall at the left and cooled at the
right in presence of an external horizontal magnetic field. The outcome of the result is
illustrated by the streamlines (c ), isotherms (u ), and local and average Nu at different wavy
wall undulation numbers (n = 1, 2, 4 and 8) and amplitudes of the wavy wall (l = 0.1, 0.2
and 0.3) at various cavity inclination angles (g = 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180°) for the different
multiphysical scenarios. These multiphysical parameters are Darcy–Rayleigh number (1#
Ram # 104), Darcy number (10–5 # Da # 10–1), Hartmann number (0 # Ha # 70) and the
hybrid nanofluid volumetric fraction (0 # f # 3%). The porosity is selected as 0.8
throughout the study. The overall results of the analysis are presented and discussed in
detail in the following subsections. It is pertinent to mention that, except Section 4.1, all the
results are presented using the steady-state solutions.

4.1 Evolution of fluid flow and temperature fields
Because of the presence of complex wavy walls along with the various multiphysical
situations, heat transfer mechanism and associated flow-physics alter significantly with the
change in amplitude or the height of the undulation peak and frequency or numbers of the
undulations of the wavy wall. As a result, the convective heat transfer process modifies
largely. To understand these facts, it is of utmost importance to visualize the evolution of the
thermo-fluid flow field. Thus, a transient study is conducted to have insight of thermo-flow
physics in the enclosure at Ram = 103, Da = 10–3, Ha = 30, n = 2, l = 0.2, g = 0° and f =
0.1%. The corresponding results of flow and thermal field at the different dimensionless
times ranging from 0.01 to 5 are shown by streamlines and isotherm in Figure 2. Because of
the differential heating of the enclosure, the fluid layer adjacent to the left-heated wavy wall
rises upward and after obstruction by the upper insulated wall, hot fluid takes a right turn
and comes closer to the cold right wall. The hot fluid loses its heat through the right cold
wall and flows downward. Finally, cold fluid reaches the bottom-most point of the left hot
wall. Thus, a clockwise circulating cell forms within the enclosure. It is evident from the
development of flow patterns (streamlines) and temperature distribution (isotherms) that at
each instant of time, heated left wall starts the process of heating to the adjacent fluid layers
mainly because of the conduction mode of heat transfer, as shown in isotherms at t = 0.01
by parallel lines adjacent to the left wall. With the progress in time, the fluid circulations
grow gradually near the left-heated wavy wall. The streamlines depict poor convection with
a low strength of circulation at that instant of time. This circulation occurs near the left wall.
With time, the effect of convection is noted to increase depicted at isotherms that alter the
streamlines to increase the circulation. This increase in time develops the growth of
circulations and corresponding isotherms indicating more thermal transport between hot
and the cold walls. With the progress of time (t = 0.1–0.5), the location of the circulating cell
center shifts toward the right. It is pertinent to mention that the development of buoyancy-

Table 5.
Mesh sensitivity
analysis for Ram =
10–104 at Da = 10�3,
Ha = 30, g = 0°,f =
0.1% and n = 2

Ram
Average Nusselt number (successive error in percent)

80� 80 120� 120 160� 160 200� 200

10 1.346 1.224 (9.97%) 1.211 (1.07%) 1.209 (0.17%)
102 2.295 2.197 (4.46%) 2.174 (1.06%) 2.171 (0.11%)
103 6.723 6.634 (1.35%) 6.569 (0.99%) 6.563 (0.09%)
104 16.694 16.514 (1.09%) 16.458 (0.34%) 16.455 (0.02%)
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induced circulating in cells is strongly influenced by the strength of free convection (Ra).
Further, the development of flow streamlines and thermal field retards its change at a high
instant of time and becomes steady at t = 5, thus the results are presented in further work.

4.2 Effect of amplitude (l ) and number of surface waviness (n)
The geometric configuration of the heated wavy wall significantly influences the flow field
along with the associated heat transfer characteristics. To understand this flow physics, this
section concentrates on the results obtained by varying the amplitude of the heated wavy
wall (l ) for one-peak (n = 1), two-peak (n = 2), four-peak (n = 4) and eight-peak (n = 8) walls.
Figure 3 shows contours of streamlines for different amplitudes of wavy wall (l = 0.1, 0.2
and 0.3) row wise for n = 1, 2, 4 and 8 wavy surfaces at Ram = 103, Da = 10–4, Ha = 30, g =
0° and f = 0.1%. The differential heating of the cavity (having surface undulation at the
left) leads to the initiation of the hot fluid flow over the left-heated curved surface causing
the development of buoyancy force. Being obstructed by the top insulated wall, the hot fluid
takes the right turn and reaches the right cold wall, where heat is rejected to the
surroundings through convection. Cold fluid flows downward and guided by the bottom
insulated wall, cold fluid reaches the left-heated wall. This confirms the formation of
clockwise circulation. A single clockwise rotating circulation-occupying majority of the
cavity is revealed for all the cases of amplitudes and number of undulations. It is depicted

Figure 2.
Temporal evolution

of fluid-flow patterns
(indicated by
streamlines

snapshots) and
temperature fields

(indicated by
isotherms snapshots)
within the cavity for

Ram = 103, Da = 10�3,
Ha = 30, n= 2, l 0.2,
g = 0° and f = 0.1%
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from the streamlines that the flow strength grows because of an increase in the effective
heating surface with wave amplitude for all the undulations. The increase in amplitude for
l = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 evolves large curved surfaces compared to l = 0 for all the undulations,
as shown in Table 6. An increase in the length (in percentage) is also calculated and shown
in the bracket. The corresponding change in maximum stream function values is given in
Table 7. It is depicted from the table that the increasing rate of the value of cmax with
amplitude of waviness is not the same for all undulations. Wave with eight undulations

Figure 3.
Flow-structure
distributions at
various amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�4,
Ha = 30, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%
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reveals a lower value of cmax and at this undulations, rate of rising of cmax with amplitude
is less. The reason behind this fact could be easily understood by close observation of
the contours of streamlines and isotherms (Figures 3 and 4), respectively. As the surface
waviness (both amplitude and number of undulations) increases, effective heating surface
area increases leading to a strengthening of the circulation and associated heat transfer
rate. However, as the amplitude and number of undulations increase, the volume of the
working fluid within the enclosure decreases.

From the contours of isotherms (Figure 4), it is evident that isotherms are clustered along
the heating curved wall at the bottom part of the left wall and top part of the cold right wall
indicating a steep temperature gradient in the horizontal direction for all the considered
undulations (n) and amplitudes (l ). All the isotherms show that the heat transfer rate is
dominated by the convection in the enclosure. Isotherms are inclined and move away from
the left bottom corner to the right top corner with a high-temperature zone at the top wall of
the cavity for all the cases of undulations. Increasing amplitude results in the enhancement
of the high-temperature zone near the top wall for all undulations. This temperature zone
increases with the number of undulations up to n = 4, whereas this high-temperature zone at
the top wall drops at eight undulations, noted for all amplitudes. Figure 5 illustrates the
distribution of local Nusselt number (Nu) characteristics on heating wall for different
amplitudes (l ) and wave undulations (n) at Ram = 103, Da = 10–4, Ha = 30, g = 0° and f =
0.1%. It is observed that the local Nusselt number along the left vertical wall is wavy in
nature because of the wavy form of the left wall. The higher value of local Nu is revealed at
the crest of the wavy wall, which drops at the trough of this wall. With further increase in
the undulations, heating surface area increases up to the crest of the second wavy wall and
then drops and this occurs similarly for the remaining undulations. The maximum value of

Table 6.
Actual lengths (Lw)
of the curved heated
wall (dimensionless)

at different
amplitudes (l ) and
undulations (n) with
an increase in length
within brackets (in

percent)

n
Actual length of undulations

l = 0 l = 0.1 l = 0.2 l = 0.3

1 1.0 1.08 (8%) 1.11 (11%) 1.14 (14%)
2 1.0 1.09 (9%) 1.31 (31%) 2.20 (120%)
4 1.0 1.31 (31%) 1.94 (94%) 2.65 (165%)
8 1.0 1.94 (94%) 3.39 (239%) 4.92 (392%)

Table 7.
Maximum stream

function value
(jc jmax) at different
amplitudes (l ) and
undulations (n) with
increase in stream

function within
bracket (in percent)
for Ram = 103, Da =
10�4, Ha = 30, g= 0°

and f = 0.1%

n
Maximum stream function (jc jmax)

l = 0 l = 0.1 l = 0.2 l = 0.3

1 15.91 16.06 (1%) 16.35 (3%) 16.57 (4%)
2 15.91 16.23 (2%) 16.56 (4%) 16.76 (5%)
4 15.91 16.59 (4%) 16.85 (6%) 17.02 (7%)
8 15.91 16.27 (2%) 16.39 (3%) 16.49 (4%)
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local Nu is noted at the first wavy wall. This increase in the heating effect on the wall can be
supported by the steep gradient in this zone of the wall of isotherms as noted in Figure 4. At
higher amplitudes, heating starts from the bottom most point of the left wavy wall with a
low value of local Nu; whereas at the lower amplitude of the wavy wall heating starts with a
high value of Nu. In general, for multiple undulations, higher amplitude leads to the
maximum peak value of the local Nusselt number. The reason behind the drooping in
temperature from the crest to trough is because of low-flow velocity (causing blackening

Figure 4.
Temperature
distributions at
various amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�4,
Ha = 30, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%
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effect over the heating surface) and less temperature gradient at this wall. Flow separation
in between two wavy walls, narrow region for more undulations supports this situation. The
higher amplitude also causes space limitation between two consecutive waves of the wall. It
is also evident from the figure that an increase in undulation develops the maximum peak
value of the local Nusselt number. Heat transfer characteristics by average Nusselt number
(Nu) are shown in Figure 6. With the increasing amplitude of the left wavy wall, it is seen
that the average Nu increases because of the large surface of heating. A similar pattern is
noticed for all the cases of wave undulations although the rate of enhancement of heating is
different. Table 8 provides the rate of increase in average Nu with the increasing amplitude
at all undulations. Wavy wall with four undulations provides more Nu values with better
improvement in Nu value with amplitude. The Nu value decreases at eight undulations and
the increase in rate with amplitude is less.

This is to be noted that the heat transfer should increase with the number of undulations
as heating length increases. Figure 6 also reveals for fixed amplitude that heating increases
up to four undulations. Further rise in the undulation leads to a drop in the heat transfer, as
shown in eight undulations for all amplitudes. Although the maximum local Nu is noted in
the eight undulations (in Figure 5), the average Nu decreases as the base width of all peak

Figure 5.
Local Nusselt number
(Nu) characteristics

for different
amplitudes (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,

Da = 10�3, Ha = 30,
g 0° and f = 0.1%
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curves in the local Nu plot decreases. This trend of decreasing average Nu is supported by
streamlines in Figure 4. The reason for decreasing heat transfer at high undulations despite
more rises in the length of heating may be discussed in such a way that the reduction of flow
area with undulations opposes the increasing temperature in the enclosure. An increase in
the number of peaks leads to flow resistance over the curve wall that reduces flow velocity.
More peaks in the walls produce flow separation that results in narrow pockets in between
the peaks and behaves as a blanket to the heating surface. The average Nu for different
undulations (n) and amplitudes (l ) can be obtained by the following correlation:

Nu ¼ 9:4996þ 0:3224nþ 2:292l þ 0:05399nl � 0:0351n2 � 1:94l 2 (13)

From the effect of amplitude and number of undulations, this can be concluded that the local
Nu is maximum for the first wavy curve at the crest. The high amplitude wavy wall starts
heating from a lower Nu value, whereas it starts from a higher Nu value for the low
amplitude of the wavy wall. Maximum stream function and average Nu increase with
amplitude and number of undulations (up to 4) in the considered cases. More heat transfer
increment with amplitudes (l = 0.1 and 0.2) is noted at undulations of n = 2 and 4, whereas
heat transfer increment is more at n = 2 at l = 0.1 and 0.2. A typical distribution of velocity
field is depicted in Figure 7 showing the effect of amplitude and undulation on the local
convective velocity. This figure in general shows that the velocity near the peaks is
substantially higher. Interestingly, the magnitudes of convective velocity are substantially
changing in different parts of the enclosure.

Figure 6.
Heat transfer
characteristics for
different amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�4,
Ha = 30, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%

Table 8.
Average Nusselt
number (Nu) at
different amplitudes
(l ) and undulations
(n) with increase in
stream function
within bracket (in
percent) for Ram =
103, Da = 10�4,
Ha = 30, g= 0° and
f = 0.1%

n
Average Nusselt number (Nu)

l = 0 l = 0.1 l = 0.2 l = 0.3

1 9.86 9.94 (1%) 10.14 (3%) 10.34 (5%)
2 9.86 10.17 (3%) 10.51 (7%) 10.73 (9%)
4 9.86 10.36 (5%) 10.62 (8%) 10.80 (10%)
8 9.86 10.16 (3%) 10.29 (4%) 10.43 (6%)
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4.3 Impact of inclination angles (g ) of the enclosure
The heating wall position modifies the flow physics inside any classical flow geometry.
That is why the present section focuses on the thermo-fluid flow behavior with the change in
the position of the heated curved wall. Here, present enclosure is rotated in an anticlockwise
direction at angles of g= 45, 90, 135 and 180°. To depict the effect of heating position on
the fluid flow and heat transfer, streamlines and isotherms are illustrated for single-wave
undulations (n = 1) in Figure 8, double-wave undulations (n = 2) in Figure 9, four-wave
undulations (n = 4) in Figure 10 and eight-wave undulations (n = 8) in Figure 11,
respectively. At fixed amplitude, streamlines and isotherms are illustrated row wise in each
figure at the fixed amplitude for typically two different amplitudes (l = 0.1 and 0.3). The
angles of 0° and 180° of cavity inclination are the mirror images and indicate heating wall
position at the left and right vertical walls, respectively. The angles of 45° and 135°
inclination describe heating at the left- wall and the right-inclined walls with a mirror image.
A cavity inclination of 90° shows a heating-curved wall at the bottom. The position of the
cavity concerning the inclination is represented in Figures 8–11 by marking the directions of
acceleration because of gravity in the contours of streamlines. All the results of flow
structure and temperature distribution are presented at Ram of 103, Da = 10–3, Ha = 30, and
f = 0.1%.

In the case of single-wave undulation (n = 1), Figure 8 reveals that the circulation
strength increases in the cavity when the cavity inclination angle changes from 0° to 45°.
The cavity inclination angle of 45° develops more buoyancy force, as the isotherms are more
clustered near the curved heated wall as observed for both the cases of considered
amplitudes. The streamlines and isotherms are a mirror image and opposite in direction at
135° and 180° concerning 45° and 0°. Bottom wall heating (g = 90°) changes the heating

Figure 7.
Local velocity profiles

at horizontal mid-
plane (a, c), vertical
mid-plane (b, d) for

different amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness

peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�3, Ha =

30, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%

n = 0, .λ = 0 n = 1, λ = 0.1
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pattern that develops four circulations of small strengths in case of l = 0.1, which develops
two circulations in case of the amplitude of l = 0.3. The corresponding change in the isotherm
is also noted at l = 0.1 and 0.3. Similar qualitative visualization is depicted for two-, four- and
eight- undulations (Figures 9–11). The maximum value of stream function is noted when the
cavity changes its position from 0° to 45° for all the considered amplitudes with all undulations.
Formation of the vortex is different at cavity angle of g = 90°, i. e. at bottom heating conditions.
The number of vortex corresponding to the isotherm depends upon the number of undulations
and amplitudes. Figure 9 shows four circulation at l = 0.1 and 0.3 for g = 90°. At four-wave
undulations (Figure 10), the number vortex is three and two at l = 0.1 and 0.3, respectively.
Figure 11 reveals thrice circulations at l = 0.1 and 0.3.

The variation of local Nu for typically n = 2 and l = 0.2 is illustrated in Figure 12 for the
considered range of inclination angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and 180°. The pattern of variation of
local Nu is discussed in Subsection 4.2 at g = 0°. At an angle of 45°, the Nu value increases
more at the crest of the second wavy wall that confirms more heating at the 45° inclination
angle. This has been substantiated by the isotherms at this angle. At an angle of 90°, two
symmetrical peaks of Nu at the crest are noted that may indicate less heating at this position
compared to angles of 0° and 45°. The angle of 135° and 180° heating on the right side

Figure 8.
Flow structure and
temperature
distribution at
various enclosure
inclination angles (g )
when l = 0.1 and 0.3,
Ram = 103, Da = 10�3,
n= 1, Ha = 30 and
f = 0.1%
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indicates a reverse diagram of 45° and 0°, respectively. To show the heat transfer
characteristics, the magnitude of average Nu is illustrated at different cavity inclination
angles for different wave amplitudes and a number of undulations in Figure 13(a) and 13(b),
respectively. The maximum value of Nu is noted at an angle of 45° (or 135°) at high
amplitude and minimum at an angle of 90° at low amplitude for all considered cases of
amplitude and wave undulations. The undulation above four shows a drop in Nu value. The
average Nu for different cavity angles (g ), undulations (n) and amplitudes (l ) can be
correlated as follows:

Nu ¼ 5:068þ 0:0245g � 4:35l � 1:1235� 104nþ 0:0655gl þ 0:000748gn

� 1:2644nl � 0:000501g 2 � 2:025l 2 � 0:2568n2 (14)

4.4 Impact of Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram)
Darcy–Rayleigh number (Ram) is the representation of fluid-based Ra through the porous
medium. For fixed Da, an increase of Ram dictates augmentation of buoyancy force because

Figure 9.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at

various enclosure
inclination angles (g )
when l = 0.1 and 0.3,
Ram = 103, Da = 10�3,
n= 2, Ha = 30 and f

= 0.1%
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of the increment of fluid-based Ra (as Ram = Ra � Da). In this study, the impact of Ram on
the flow physics (streamlines and isotherms) considering low Ram of 10 to high Ram of 104 is
illustrated in Figure 14. The streamlines and isotherms are shown row wise for typical two
undulations for amplitude of l = 0.1 and 0.3 at Da = 10–3, Ha = 30, g = 0o and f = 0.1%.

The row-wise depiction of streamlines for Ram = 10, 102 and 104 at l = 0.1 and 0.3
reveals that stream function value increases, as more growth of buoyancy force takes place
at higher Ram. A significant change in streamline contours is noted at a high Ram of 104 for
both the considered cases of amplitudes. From isotherms, it is evident at Ram of 10, very
poor convection that controls the flow inside the cavity and isotherms are more or less
vertically stratified for both the cases of l = 0.1 and 0.3. Flow at Ram of 102 shows the
dominance of convection current, isotherms incline from left bottom corner to right top
corner. Isotherms become horizontally stratified and high concentration of clustering on the
left vertical wall at Ram of 104. The steep gradient indicates more convective heat transfer,
which in turn increases stream function as noted.

Figure 15 shows the variation of local Nu on the heated wall of two undulations for Ram =10,
102, 103 and 104 at a fixed amplitude of n = 0.2. The value of Nu at two crests of the heated wall
is found maximum for a higher Ram of 104 and a minimum for a low Ram of 10. This indicates

Figure 10.
Impact of enclosure
inclination angle (g )
on the flow structure
and temperature
distribution when
l = 0.1 and 0.3, Ram
= 103, Da = 10�3,
n= 4, Ha = 30 and f
= 0.1%
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the decrease of buoyancy force as Ram drops. The heat transfer characteristics by the average
value of Nu concerning Ram for different amplitudes and undulations are shown in Figure 16.
The value of Nu increases with Ram irrespective of amplitude and undulation. The maximum
effect on Nu is noted at higher Ram for all cases of amplitudes and undulations. The magnitude

Figure 11.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at

various enclosure
inclination angle (g )

when l = 0.1 and 0.3,
Ram = 103, Da = 10�3,
n= 8, Ha = 30 and f

= 0.1%

Figure 12.
Local Nusselt number
(Nu) characteristics

for different
amplitudes (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
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Da = 10–3, l = 0.2,
n= 2, Ha = 30 and

f = 0.1%
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of Nu is higher at the higher amplitude and undulations at higher Ram. The average Nu for
different values of Ram, undulation (n) and amplitude (l ) can be expressed by a correlation as
follows:

Nu ¼ �0:2369� 1010 þ 0:01038Ram þ 1:184� 1010l þ 0:1184� 1010n

þ 0:0655Raml þ 0:00001Ramn� 0:59� 1010nl � 0:00001Ram2

þ1:6379l 2 � 0:0303n2 þ 0:00001Ram3 (15)

4.5 Impact of Darcy numbers (Da)
The permeability of a porous medium plays a significant impact on thermo-fluid
phenomena because of its inherent flow-dampening characteristics. In the presence of a
porous substance, fluid flow faces resistance, resulting in a reduction in fluid velocity
and associated heat transfer rate. To understand the above facts, Darcy number (Da) is
varied for two undulations wavy wall (n = 2) for Da = 10–5, 10–1 at Ram = 103, Ha = 30,
g = 0o and f = 0.1%. The streamlines and isotherms are illustrated in Figure 17 for
l = 0.1 and 0.3.

An increase in Da value leads streamlines to become denser near the active sidewalls and
therefore the maximum value of stream functions decreases as observed. Permeability
increases with Da that in turn reduces the flow resistance. Again, for fixed Ram, an increase
in Da leads to the reduction in fluid-based Ra, which reduces the buoyancy force. This is the
reason for weak circulation with the increase in Da value. It is evident that the isotherms are
more or less vertically stratified at high Da at l = 0.1 and 0.3, which shows poor convection.
At lower Da, isotherm shows a steep gradient on the curved wall and the pattern of
isotherms indicates higher strength of convection.

The local Nu variation (at l = 0.1 and 0.3) is illustrated in Figure 18 to show the
effect of variation of Darcy number. It depicts the maximum peak value of average Nu
at the first crest at the lower value of Da of 10–5 and minimum at a higher Da of 10. It is
also noted that the rate of increase of Nu at the first crest is to be higher compared to the
average Nu value at the second crest. As both the peak values at crests decrease with
the increase in Da, that indicates a decrease in the average Nu value. Figure 19 shows
the average Nu with the variations of Da for all amplitudes (l ) and number of

Figure 13.
Heat transfer
characteristics for
different inclination
angle (g ) with
varying (a) amplitude
(l ) and (b) number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�3, Ha =
30 and f = 0.1%
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undulations (n) at Ram = 103, Ha = 30, g = 0o and f = 0.1%. It is depicted from
Figure 19(a) and 19(b) that the average Nu is maximum at lower Da that decreases with
an increase in Da for all amplitudes and undulations of the wavy wall. The maximum
value of average Nu is noted at a higher amplitude of l = 0.3 with four undulations
when Da is 10–5. The average Nu for different Da values, undulations (n) and
amplitudes (l ) can be correlated as follows:

Figure 14.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at
various Darcy–

Rayleigh numbers
(Ram) and amplitude

(l ) of surface
waviness when Da =
10�3, Ha = 30, g = 0°,
n= 2 and f = 0.1%
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Nu ¼ 2:906� 6276:925Daþ 44:003l þ 4:438n� 13:59Dal � 0:1793Dan

�21:05nl þ 0:59� 106Da2 þ 1:036l 2 � 0:0236n2 � 5:28� 106Da3

(16)

4.6 Impact of external magnetic field strengths (Ha)
The external magnitude field denoted by dimensionless Hartmann number (Ha) changes the
flow structure and temperature distribution in the enclosure saturated with Cu–Al2O3/water
nanofluid. This section shows the effect of magnetic field strength on thermo-fluid
phenomena (streamlines and isotherms) by changing the Ha from 0 to 70 and illustrated in
Figure 20 at Ram = 103, Da = 10–3, g = 0o and f = 0.1% in case of two undulations (n) with
l = 0.1 and 0.3.

It is observed that the strength of streamlines decreases with increasing magnetic field as
buoyancy force is reduced by the counteracting force because of Ha for all amplitudes. The
negative source term in the Y-momentum equation relating to the Ha term develops the
counteracting magnetic force. The corresponding isotherms show that the convection heat
transfer reduces with increasing Ha. Horizontal isotherms stratified to inclined lines as Ha
increases.

The local Nu value with increasing Ha is illustrated in Figure 21. It reveals that the peak
value of Nu at two crests decreases with an increase in Ha. This is expected to drop
buoyancy force and corresponding average Nu as Ha increases. Figure 22 shows the heat

Figure 15.
Local Nusselt number
(Nu) characteristics
for different
amplitudes (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,
Da = 10�3, l = 0.2,
n= 2, Ha = 30, g = 0°
and f = 0.1%

Figure 16.
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transfer characteristics for different Hartmann numbers (Ha), amplitude (l ) and the number
of surface waviness peaks (n) when Ram = 103, g = 0o and f = 0.1%. The average Nu
number decreases with Ha for all amplitudes and undulations. Maximum Nu is noted at
high l = 0.3 and n = 4. The correlation of Nu for different values of Ha, undulations (n) and
amplitudes (l ) can be obtained as follows:

Figure 17.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at
various Darcy

numbers (Da) and
amplitude (l ) of
surface waviness
when Ram = 103,
Ha = 30, g = 0°,

f = 0.1% and n= 2
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Nu ¼ 5:5657� 0:0197Haþ 6:5277l þ 0:7727nþ 0:005482Hal þ 0:003843Han

�3:1324nl � 0:0002469Ha2 þ 3:779l 2 � 0:0194n2 (17)

4.7 Impact of different nanoparticle volume concentrations (f )
The addition of nanoparticles in base fluid enhances the thermal conductivity and viscosity
of the mixture. Enhancement of conductivity assists the heat transfer but a rise in viscosity
opposes the fluid flow. In this section, Figure 23 shows the effect of nanoparticle volume
fraction (f = 0%, 1% and 2%) on fluid flow structure and heat transfer by streamlines and
isotherms for two undulations (n= 2) with amplitudes of l = 0.1 and 0.3.

It is evident that the addition of nanoparticle volume concentration with base fluid
reduces the maximum value of stream function and modifies the isotherms by showing
weaker flow and heat transfer in the streamlines and isotherms, respectively. This may be
attributed to the fact that the flow diminishes because of a rise in viscosity by adding
nanoparticles.

From the variation of the local value of Nu at n = 2 and l = 0.2 (Figure 24), it is
interesting to note that the value of average Nu at two crests increases because of the
addition of a small nanoparticle volume fraction (f = 0.1%) compared to f = 0. Further
addition of nanoparticles (f > 0.1%) shows the value of Nu at the crests starts to decrease.

Figure 18.
Local Nusselt number
characteristics for
different amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Ha = 30, l = 0.2,
n= 2, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%

Figure 19.
Heat transfer
characteristics for
different Darcy
numbers (Da),
amplitude (l ) and the
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,
Ha = 30, g = 0°,
f = 0.1%
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A similar effect is supposed to be obtained from the variation of average Nu. Figure 25
shows heat transfer characteristics for different hybrid nanofluid concentrations (f ),
amplitude (l ) and the number of surface waviness peaks (n) when Ram = 103, Da = 10–3,
Ha = 30, and g= 0o. Here average Nu value is plotted for the small addition of nanoparticles
(f = 0.1%, 0.33% and 0.75%). It is interesting to note that the average Nu value increases

Figure 20.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at

various Hartmann
numbers (Ha) and
amplitude (l ) of
surface waviness
when Ram = 103,
Da = 10�3, n= 2,

g = 0° and f = 0.1%
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with nanoparticle addition initially, then the value drops with further addition nanoparticle
as observed for all l and n. This is because of the increase in conductivity and low effect of
viscosity at a low-volume fraction of nanoparticles. At a high-volume fraction, viscosity is
the dominating force to control the flow and therefore Nu decreases with f . Maximum heat
transfer is noted at a higher amplitude of l = 0.3 and n = 4. The average Nu for different
values of hybrid nanofluid concentration (f ), undulations (n) and amplitudes (l ) can be
expressed by a correlation as follows:

Nu ¼ 4:90� 90:11f þ 6:84l þ 0:7093n� 17:61fl þ 0:5248f n

�2:84nl þ 1499:48f 2 þ 1:365l 2 � 0:01689n2 (18)

5. Concluding remarks
This work numerically explores the thermal transport phenomena during MHD free
convection in an oblique complex enclosure filled with porous media saturated with
Cu–Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid and heated at the left wavy wall. The effect of the
amplitude (l ) with varying undulations (n) of a wavy wall of a hybrid nanofluid-
saturated porous enclosure considering different cavity inclinations (g ) for different
Ram, Da, Ha and f are investigated systematically. The obtained results are
summarized as follows:

Figure 21.
Local Nusselt number
characteristics for
different amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�3, l =
0.2, n= 2, Ha = 30,
g = 0° and f = 0.1%

Figure 22.
Heat transfer
characteristics for
different Hartmann
numbers (Ha),
amplitude (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,
n= 2, g = 0° and
f = 0.1%
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Figure 23.
Flow structure and

temperature
distribution at
various hybrid

nanofluid
concentrations (f ),
amplitudes (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,
Da = 10�3, n= 2,
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� The curved surface leads to the enhancement of the heat transfer. An increase in the
curved length either by increasing amplitude (l ) or the number of undulations (n)
does not always support a rise in heat transfer.

� An increase in l leads to higher values of the maximum stream function and
average Nusselt number, although an increase in the surface by increasing
undulations has some limitations in heat transfer. The heat transfer increases up to
four undulations, then drops.

� In all cases, the local Nu value is the maximum at the first crest (in the fluid-flowing
direction) of the wavy wall. The high-amplitude wavy wall starts heating from a
lower Nu value, whereas it starts from a higher Nu value for the low amplitude of
the wavy wall.

� An inclined cavity produces more strength of circulation and the maximum
strength is noted at an angle of 45° (or 135°) for all amplitudes with all undulations.

� The number of formation of vortices at 90° depends on n and l . The local Nu is
observed to be maximum at the crest of wavy walls at g = 45°. The average value
of Nu is found maximum at 45° (or 135°) for all considered amplitudes and
undulations. More undulations increase the average value of Nu up to four
undulations.

� An increase in Ram enhances buoyancy force thereby increasing the strength of fluid
circulation. An increase in Ram alters the isotherms by showing high convection force.

Figure 24.
Local Nusselt number
characteristics for
different amplitudes
(l ) and number of
surface waviness
peaks (n) when Ram =
103, Da = 10�3, l =
0.2, n= 2, Ha = 30
and g = 0°

Figure 25.
Heat transfer
characteristics for
different hybrid
nanofluid
concentration (f ),
amplitude (l ) and
number of surface
waviness peaks (n)
when Ram = 103,
Da = 10�3, Ha = 30
and g = 0°
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The local Nu value is observed maximum for higher Ram for both the crests of the
wavy wall. The average Nu increases with Ram for all considered n and l .

� Lower Da values weaken the circulation and thereby convection force drops. The
local Nu at the first crest is found maximum at lower Da. The average value of Nu
decreases with Da for all considered n and l .

� An increase in Ha decreases the circulation, which in turn reduces the convection
force. The maximum average Nu is noted at the first crest of the wavy wall at the
conditions without a magnetic field. The average value of Nu decreases with Ha for
all considered n and l .

� A small addition of nanoparticles increases the buoyancy force and corresponding
strength of fluid circulation. Further addition of nanoparticles with base fluid
decreases the local Nu and average Nu for the considered cases.
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